
timing
[ʹtaımıŋ] n

1. выбор времени и пр. [см. time III]
sense of timing - чувство времени, умение выбрать подходящий /нужный/ момент
the timing of the release of a new play - выбор момента для премьеры новой пьесы
poor timing of a move - несвоевременный шаг; тактический просчёт
error of timing - ошибка /просчёт/ в оценке ситуации

2. хронометраж
the timing of a runner - хронометраж бега спортсмена

3. регулирование момента зажигания (в двигателях внутреннего сгорания)
4. спорт.
1) координация

the timing of a stroke - координация при ударе (в теннисе и т. п. )
his timing was perfect - у него была великолепная координация

2) слаженность в парном катании на коньках
5. театр. , кино установление нужного ритма
6. привязка по времени, временная привязка (к какому-л. моменту )
7. тех. , элк. синхронизация, хронирование

Apresyan (En-Ru)

timing
tim·ing [timing timings] BrE [ˈtaɪmɪŋ] NAmE [ˈtaɪmɪŋ] noun

1. uncountable, countable the act of choosing when sth happens; a particular point or period of time when sth happens or is planned
• The timing of the decision was a complete surprise.
• Please check your flight timings carefully.
2. uncountable the skill of doing sth at exactly the right time

• an actor with a great sense of comic timing
• Your timing is perfect. I was just about to call you.
3. uncountable the repeated rhythm of sth; the skill of producing this

• She played the piano confidently but her timing was not good.

4. uncountable (technical) the rate at which an electric ↑spark is produced in a vehicle's engine in order to make it work

Example Bank:
• He knew the timing was right for a comeback.
• She has a wonderful sense of timing.
• The punchline was deliveredwith perfect comic timing.
• The timing of the meeting is not convenient.
• There is disagreement within the governmentover the exact timing of the referendum.
• Using press releases to good effect is a matter of timing.
• the unfortunate timing of the announcement

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

timing
tim ing /ˈtaɪmɪŋ/ BrE AmE noun

[Word Family: noun: ↑time, ↑overtime, ↑timer, ↑timing, ↑timelessness ; adjective: ↑timeless, ↑timely ≠↑untimely; verb: ↑time;

adverb: ↑timelessly ]

1. [uncountable] the skill of doing something at exactly the right time
perfect/good/bad etc timing

He was just walking into the restaurant when we got there. Perfect timing.
He told jokes with an exquisite sense of timing.

2. [uncountable and countable] the time when someone does something or when something happens, especially when you are
considering how suitable this is

timing of
The President and I did not discuss the timing of my departure.
Ferry schedules and precise timings are subject to weather conditions on the day of departure.

3. [uncountable] the way in which electricity is sent to the ↑spark plugs in a car engine
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